In this paper, we revisit some of the well known properties of weight function and finally show that if and where and , then we show that sum function . Moreover, we establish that
Introduction
Vector-valued inequalities, extrapolation theory and estimates for certain class of nonlinear differential equation are some of the areas where one can see application of theory of weights. In addition to this, we also find the application of weight theory in the boundary value problems for Laplace's equation in Lipschitz domains. Muckenhoupt's characterization of positive functions w for which the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M maps L p (R n , w(x)dx) to itself, actually gave the better understanding of theory of weighted inequalities which then led to the introduction of Ap class and then class (Ap, Ap) and consequently the development of weighted inequalities. Weighted inequalities are alsoused widely in harmonic analysis. Readers are suggested [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] and [6] for the theory of weighted inequalities, properties of weights and more.
In order to establish our result, some definitions are in order. Definition: A locally integrable function on R n that takes values in the interval (0,F) almost everywhere is called a weight. So by definition a weight function can be zero or infinity only on a set whose Lebesgue measure is zero.
We use the notation , -)
.
to denote the w-measure of the set E and we reserve the notation L p (R n ,w) or L p (w) for the weighted L p spaces. We note that w(E)< F for all sets E contained in some ball since the weights are locally integrable functions. Please refer [4] for the proof of above properties. Please refer [6] for the proof.
Definition:
We then show that the product function given by
is an Apweight function where p is the maximum value of W X .
Please refer [5] for the proof. where` when a and ` a ; when b a Please refer [3] for the proof.
To the above list we now add a property related to weight function. We begin with the statement: 
This gives
This proves the property.
